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ABSTR,\<'T. This paper discu5SCS thc algorithms and implementations of three 
:-.tATHE~ I AII('A packages for the study of integrability and the computation of 
dosed-form ~olutions of nonlinc1~r polynomial PD.E:,o;. 
The first paclmge, PaioleveTest. m. symbolically pl'rforms the Painlevtl 
inlegrabiltly test. The second package. PDESpecialSolutions .m. computes ex-
act :solutions expressible in hypcrholic or ellipt ic functions. The third package. 
PDERecursionOperator .m, gencrnli"S and tests recurston operators. 
1. Introduction 
Th(' inve:;tigation of complete integrability of nonlinear partial differeutial equa-
tions (PDEs) ih a. nontri,·ial matter [12). Likewise, find ing the explicit form of soli-
tar.v wave and soliton solutions requires tedious. unwieldy computation:> which arc 
best performed using computer algebra systems. For example, the symbolic com-
putation of solitons w.ith Hirota's direct method and the homogenizatio11 method 
are covered in f13, 16]. 
Recent!~·. progress has been made using ~IATHEMATICA and MAPLE in applying 
the inverse scattering transform (IST) method to compute solitons for the Camassa-
Holm equation [17J. Before applying t.he IST met hod (a nontrivial exercise in 
analysis!), oue would like to know if the PDE is completely integrable or what 
elementary travelling wave solutions exist.. This il-l where lhe symbolic algorithms 
and packages pn'sentecl in this paper come into p lay. 
In this paper W(' introduce thrC'<' algorithms and related ~lATHEMATICA pack-
ages [4 j which may greatly aid the investigation of integrability and thC' search for 
exact solutions. In Section 2 we prrsent the algorithm for the well-known Painlen~ 
integrability le!>t [1 , 5, 6]. which was recently implcmrnted as PainleveTest. m. 
Section 3 outlines Llw algorit lun behino PDESpecia1Solutions. m, which allows one 
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to automatically compute exact solutions expressible in hyperbolic or elliptic func-
tions; full details are presented in [3]. In Section 4 we give an algorithm for comput-
ing and testing recursion operators [11]: the package PDERecursionOperator .m au-
tomates the steps. The latter package builds on the code InvariantsSymmetries. m 
[9], which computes conserved densities, fluxes, and generalized symmetries for 
polynomial equations. Our codes are publicly available. see [4]. 
In Sections 2 and 3 we consider systems of M polynomial differential equations, 
(1.1) a (u(x). u'(x). u"(x) ..... u<m>(x)) = 0 , 
where the dependent variable u has 1\1 components H i , the independent variable 
x has N components Xj , and u (m)(x) denotes the collection of mixed derivative 
terms of order m. We assume that any arbitrary coefficients parameterizing the 
system are strictly positive and denoted by lower-case Greek letters. However, the 
algorithm in Section 4 only applies to a special case of (1.1) . namely evolution 
equations in (1 + l) dimensions. 
Two carefully selected examples will illustrate the algorithms. The first example 
is the Kaup-Kupershrnidt (KK) equation (see e.g. 18, 22]), 
(1.2) 
The second example is the Hirota- Satsuma system of coupled Korteweg-de Vries 
(KdV) equations (see e.g. [1]). 
(1.3) ll,t. = {3(6u1Lx + 1L3x) - 2vvx. {3 > 0. 
Vt = -31L'Vx - V3x · 
The computations for both examples wi!J be done by the software. 
2 . The P a inleve test 
The Painleve test verifies whether a system of ODEs or PDEs satisfies the 
necessary conditions for havi.ng the Painleve property. There is some variation in 
what is meant by the Painleve property [18]. As defined in [2]. for a PDE to 
have the Painleve property, aJI ODE reductions of the PDE must have the Painleve 
property. While [2] requires that all movable singularities of all solutions are poles, 
the more general definition used by Painleve himself requires that all solutions of 
the ODE are single-valued around all movable singularities. A later version [23] 
allows testing of PDEs directly without having to reduce them to ODEs. For a 
thorough discussion of the Paiulcve property. see [5 , 6). 
D efin ition 2.1. A PDE has the Painleve property if its solutions in the com-
plex plane are singlo-\·alucd in the neighborhood of all its movable singularities. 
2.1. A lgorithm and imple m entation. Following [23], we assume a Laurent 
expansion for the solution 
X 
(2.1) u,(x) = g0 ' (x) L Ui.k(x)gk(x) , ui,o(x) =f 0 and o-1 E Z. 
k=O 
where at least one of the leading exponents a, is a negative integer and u,.k(x) is an 
analytic function in the neighborhood of g(x ). The solution should be single-valued 
in the neighborhood of the non-characteristic, movable singular manifold g(x) = 0, 
which can be viewed as the surface of the movable poles in the complex plane. 
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The algorithm for the Painlcve test is composed of thf' following three steps: 
Step 1 (D et ermine t he dominant b eh avior) . [ t suffices to substitute 
(2.2) 
into (1.1) to deteTmine the leading exponents O'i (one of which must be a negative 
integer) and the function Ui,o(x). In the resulting polynomial system, equating 
every two possible lowest exponents of g(x) in each equation gives a linear system 
to determin<' O'i· T he linear system is then solved for n,. 
If one or more exponents O'i remain undetermined, we as:>ign integer val-
ues to the free O'i (if applicable, up to a user-specified non-negative boundary, 
Dominant Behavi or Max, with default value -1) so that every equation in (1.1) has 
at least two different terms with equal lowest exponents. Once O'i is known, we 
substitute (2.2) back into (1.1) and solve for tti,o(x). 
Ste p 2 (D et erm ine t he resona nces). For each C\i and ·ut.o(x), we calculate 
the integers r for which u 1,,. (x) is an arbitrary function in (2.1). We substitute 
(2.3) ui(x) = Ui,o{x)g(.>' (x) + u..,.(x)g"'•+r (x) 
into (1.1). keeping only the lowest order terms in g(x ), and requiring that the 
coefficients of ui,1·(x) equate to zero. This is done by computing the roots for r of 
det. Q = 0, where the M x i'vl matrix Q satllifies 
(2.4) 
Step 3 (Find the constants of integr ation and check compa tibility 
conditions) . For the system ~o possess lhe Painleve property, the arbitrariness of 
tti,r(x ) must be verified up to the highest resonance level. That is. all compatibility 
conditions must be t rivially satisfied. This is done by substituting 
TMl.'lx 
(2.5) 1.ti(x) = go,• (x) 2: 'l.Li,k(x)l'(x) 
k=O 
into (1.1), when" rr-..1ax is t he highest positive integer resonance. For the system to 
have the Painlevt> property, there must be as many arbitrary constants of integra-
tion at resonance levels as resonances at that level. Furthermore, all constants of 
integration u,.k(x ) at non-resonance l<wels must. be unambiguously determined. 
2.2. Examples of the P a inleve t es t. 
Example 2.1 (Kaup- Kupershmidt). To determine the dominant behavior, 
we substitute (2.2) into (1.2) and pull off the exponents of g(x) (see Table 1). 
Removing duplicates and non-dominant exponents, we are left with 
(2.6) {CI' l - 5,20'1- 3,30:1-1}. 
Considering aJl possible balances of two or more exponents leads to a 1 = -2. 
Substituting u(x) = v.l,o(x)g - 2 (x) into (1.2) and solving for u1,o(x) gives us 
(2.7) Ut.o(x) = -24g;(x) and tb1 ,o(x) = -3g;(x ). 
For the .first branch, substiLUting tt(x) = -24g;(x)g-2 (x) + tL 1,r(x )gr- 2 (x ) into 
(1.2), keeping the lowest order terms, and taking the coefficient of ?.LJ.,.(x ), gives 
(2.8) -2(r + 7)(r + 1)(r- 6)(r·- lO)(T- 12)g;(x ) = 0. 
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TABLE 1. The exponents of g(x) for (1.2). 
Term Exponents of g(x) with duplicatcs removed 
u, o, -1 
o 1 - 5,oJ - -!.o1 - 3.o1 - 2.a1 - I 
5ua3a; 2cr, - 3, 2o:t- 2, 2o l - 1 
~25----~-------- ---------
21lr1L2.r 20:1 - 3. 20:1 - 2 
r----------------------------------
5!1211.., 3a:l - 1 
Hrnrc. r = - 7, - J , 6. 10.12. Thc first branch is not a principal branch due to 
the prc:-:;encc of a negative resonance other than r = l . The latter is called the 
universal resonance and corresponds to the arbitrariness of the manifold function 
g(x). In 17], a pert mbative Pain lev(> approach is prcscntc•d which propcrl.v treats 
twgat.ive integer resonances. As is common practice. om algorithm ignore:. them. 
The constants of integration at lew! j are found by substituting (2.5) into ( 1.2) , 
where r:-.ta.-" = 12. all(! pulling off the coefficients of gJ (x ). Tlw first few arc 
(2.9) at j = 1: uu (x) = 24g2J'(x). 
(2.]0) _ ?· , ( ) _ 6g~.r(x)- 8gx(X)Y3x(x) at J - _ . u 1.2 x - 2 ( ) • 9r X 
(2.11) t . _ 3. ( ) _ 6g~J'(x) - 9x(X)92.r (x )g3A x ) + 2g;(x )9.J.r(x ) a J - . llt.a x - gj. ( x) . 
Tlw com pal ibilit~· conditions ar<> sati~:>ficd at resonanc<> l<•vcls 6. 10, and 12. The 
r<•maining constants of integration llJ,J (x) were computed but not shown her<>. 
Likewise. in thc~wcond branch, substitute v(x) = - 3g;.(x)g- 2(x )+u1,,.(x)g' 2 (x) 
into (1.2). and proceed as before to gPt 7' = -l. 3, 5. 6, 7. Thus. the second lm:mch 
is a priucipal branch. The constants of integration at j = 1. 2 and -1 are again found 
by substituting {2.5) into (1.2) and pulling off the coefficients of gi(x). Thb gives. 
(2.12) at j = I: u,,,(x ) = 392x(x ). 
(2.13) . 2 ( ) 3g~r{x)- 4gx(x)g:.~Ax) at J = : u1 ,2 x - 49i(x) 
Coefficient n1,-1 at level j = 4 is not shown here due to ](.'ugth. At the resonance 
levels 1· = 3. 5, 6, 7. the compatibilit~· conditions happen to be satisfied. So, (1.2) 
pa&-es the Painlev~ test. It is well-known (sec e.g. 18, 22j) that (L2) is completely 
integrable. 
Example 2.2 (Hirota-Satsuma). The Hirota Satsuma system illustrates 
the subtleties of cl<.>tcrmining the domimmt behavior. 
As in Example 2.1. we substitute (2.2) into (1.3) a11d pull off the cxpon<>uts of 
g(x) (listed in Table 2). 
Removing non-dominant exponents and duplicates by t<'rm. we g<'t { n 1 -
3. 2o1 - 1. 202 - 1} from ti1 and { a2 - 3. 01 + a2 - 1} from ti2. 
Equat ing the possible dominant exponents from ~2 gives us a:2- 3 = n 1 -ro2 -1 
or a:1 = - 2. Unexpectedly. o 1 = -2 balances two of t.he possible dominant terms 
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TABLE 2. T he cxponcut.s of g(x) for (1.3) . 
Term Exponmts of g(x) 
Ot -1 
-,3u3.r o1 3.ul- 3.oJ - 3.a1 - 2.ot - 2.a1 - I 
- 6Juu:r 2o 1 - 1 
in .6.1 . and wP are free to choose a2 such that 
(2.1-l) 
Using the default value - 1 for DominantBehaviorMax. we havf' - 2 < n2 ~ - I. 
Hence, 02 = - 1 or 0:2 = - 2. 





(.l;.! = - 2, 
{
(\'t = - 2. 
0.! = - 1. 
ul.o(x) = --tg;(x ). 
u2.o(x) - ± 2J6Pg;(x), 
III.o(x) = - 2g;(x). 
u2.o (x ) arbitrary 
We substitntr (2.3) into (1.3) while usiu11. the results for o 1 and u,,0 (x). For (2. 15). 
substituting u(x) = -4g;(x)y :.! (x) +'tl.J.,.(x)g' - 2 (x ) n]](i v(x) = ±2v"{8g;(x)g-2 (x) 
+ u2.r(x)g' 2(x ) inw (1.3) and keeping the most. sinl!,lllar terllll' givrs 
Q· u,. = = 0. (
-(r- l)(r 2 - :>1·- l8)Jg~(x) Il2J6lg;{x) ) (u~.r(x )) 
=j=-l(r - •I)JGJg~(x) (r- 2)(r- i)ry;~(x) u:v·(x) 
Setting 
dct Q = - J(r !- 2)(1' -l)( r 3)(r- -t)(r- 6)(r- 8)g~(x) = 0 
yields r = - 2, - 1. 3, -l. 6, . Tl1is is not a principal branch. 
As in t.he previow; example. the consl.ants of integraLion at level j are found by 
:>ubstituting (2.5) into (1.3) ami pulling off the coefficients of gJ(x ). At j = 1, 




At j = 2, 
(2.19) 
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3g~.r(x)- 9r(x)(gt(x ) +4g3.r(x)) 
Il l 2( X) = 3 2 ( ) , •9:r X 
u
2 2
(x) ± 3Jg~.r(x)- .J,ig.~ (x )g3.r(x ) - (1 + 2J)gt(x )gr{x) . 
J6:3g~(x) 
Tlw remaining con::-tant.s of integration arc omitted due to length. T hP compatibil-
ity conditions at r = J aud 4 arf> satisfi<'rl. At 1· = 6 and r = 8. the compaLibility 
conditions rE'quirc d = ~. 
Likewise. for (2.W). the resonanr<>s following from lhP substitution of u(x ) = 
- 2g;(x )g- 2(x ) -r ll _ r(x)gr-2(x ) and 1'{x) = tt2.o(x)g 2(x} +u2,r(x )gr- l(x) into 
( 1.:5) arc r = -1. 0, 1. 4. 5. 6. This is a principal branch. The zero resonance explains 
the arbitrariuess of u2.0 (x) . Similarly. we compmed all constants of integration, 
buL ran into a compatibility conditions at 1· = 5 and 'I' = 6. which requirrs {3 = ~. 
Therefore. ( 1.3) pa,-;s<>s Uw Painleve test if 13 = ~, a fact confirmed by other analyses 
of integrability 11]. 
3 . Travelling wave solutions in hy perbolic or ellipt ic functions 
The traveling wan' solutions of many nonlinear ODE::- and PDEs from soliton 
theor.v (a.nd elsewhere) can be exprc:ssrd as polynomials of hyperbolic or ellip-
tic funct ions. For in:;tance, the bell Hhaped sech-solll[ions n.nd kink shaped tanh-
solutions model waw phenomena in fluid dynamics. plasmas. elastic media. elect ri-
cal circuits. optical filwrs. chemical rC'art.ions, bio-genetks, etc. A discussion is given 
in [15 . while a multitude of references to tanh-based l<'rhniques and applications 
can be fouud in !3, 19]. 
ln tllis section Wl' discuss the tanh-. sech-, en- and su-methods as they apply 
to nonlinear polynomial systems of ODEs and PDEs in multi-dimensions. 
3.1. Algorit hm and implem en t ation. All foul' flavors of the algorithm 
share the sam<' five basic steps. 
Step 1 (Trans form the PDE int o a nonlinear ODE) . We serk solutions 
iu the traveling frame of reference, 
1\ 
(3.1) f. = I>j·l:j + 8. 
J - l 
where the compon<'nts cJ of the wan- vector and tl1<' phm.e o are constants. 
In the tanh m<•thod, we seck polynomial solutions expressible in hyperbolic 
tangl'nt, T = tanh f. . Based on the identity cosh2 f. - sinh2 ~ = l. 
(;3.2) tanh1 ~ = sech2 f. = 1 - tanh2 f,, 
(3.3) lanh" f. = - 2lanh f.+ 2 ta.nh3 f, , etc. 
TbPrefore. the first and all lugh<'r-ordcr derivatives of T = lanh f. arc polynomial 
in T. Cousequently. repeatedly appl.\'ing the chain ruk, 
a• 8f. dT d• 2 d• (3.4) T = tanh(f,) : - = -. - -- = c1 (1 - T ) -D:rj <).r1 d{ dT dT 
transforms ( 1.1) into a coupled system of nonlinear ODEs. 
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C~ ( l - CN2)(1-m+rnCN2 ) 
SN (1-SN2)(1-mSN2 ) 
Similarly, using the identity tanh2 ~ + sech2 { = J , we get 
(3.5) sech' ( =- sech {tanh~=- secht;V1 - sech2 {. 
Likewise. for .Jacobi's elliptic functions with modulus m, we ru:;c t he identities 
(3.6) sn2 ({; m) = 1- cn2 (~;m). aud dn2((: m) =1-m+ m cn2 (~: m). 
to write. for example, en' in terms of en : 
(3.7) en'({; m) =- sn({; m) du({: m) =-J (1 - cn2 ({;m)) (1-m+mcn2(~; m)). 
Then. repeatedly applying the chain rules. 




CN = en(~: rn): :: = - ci V (1- CN2)(1 - rn + rn CI\2 ) d~N, 
J 
0• I 2 d• SN = h'n(~ : rn): ox = ci V ( I - SN2)(1- rnSN ) dSN. 
J 
we transform (1.1) into a coupled system of nonlinear ODEs of the form 
(3.11) r(F, u (F) , u'(F) .. . . ) + )R(F)IT(F, u (F) , u '(F) .... ) = 0 . 
where F is either T, S, CN, or SN, and R(F) is defined in Table 3. 
Step 2 (Determine the degree of the polynomial solutions) . Since we 
seek polynomial solutions 
M, 
(3.12) U1(P) = L>1jP. 
J= O 
the leading exponents Nii must be determined before the a,1 can be computed. The 
process for determining M1 is quite similar to the one for finding O'i in Section 2. 
Substituting Ui(F) into (3.11), the coefficients of every power of F in every 
equation must vanish. ln particular, the highest degree terms must vanish. Since 
the highest degree terms only depend on f'AI; in (3.12). it suffices to substitute 
Ui(P) = pM; into (3.11). Doing so. we get 
(3.13) P (F) + )R(F)Q(F) = 0, 
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where P aml Q ar!' polynomiab in F. Eqnatiug ewry two possible highe::.t ex-
poncms in each P, twd Q, give:, a litwar s~·stem for dctermiuing ,\/, . The linear 
syst<'lll i::; then solved for A/;. 
If oue or mor<' exponents J\J, remain uHdetcnnim•d. W<' assign a strictly positive 
integer value to th<' free J/i. so that every <>quation in ( 3.11) bw, at least two different, 
terms with equal highest exponents in F. 
Ste p 3 (D erive the a lgebra ic syst em for the coefficie nts a,1). To gener-
ate th<' sy~tcm for the unknown coefficients UiJ and wave parameter:, Cj- substitute 
(3.12) into (3.11 ) and set the coefficients of Fi to 7.Cro. The r<>::.ulting nonlinear 
algebraic system for the unknown r£,1 is parameterized by thP wave param<'ters Cj 
and t he parameters in (1.1). if any. 
S tep 4 (So lve the no nlinear pa rameterized alge braic syst em ). The 
most difficult aspect of the mNhod is sol\'ing the nonlinear alg<'braic sy::.tem. To 
solve t,hc system W<' designed a customized, yet powNful, nonlilwar solver. 
The nonlinear algebraic sy~tem is solved under the following assumptions: 
(1) all param<>tcrs (the lower-case Creek letters) in ( 1.1) arc strictly positive. 
(Vanishing parameters may chang<' the exponents !1/, in Step 2). To com-
pute solutions corrrsponding to negative parameters, reverse the signs of 
tlte parameters in (1.1). 
(2) the coefficients of til<' highest power terms (aa.~1, . i = I. .... AI,) in (3.12) 
are all nonzero (for consistenc.\' with Step 2). 
(3) a ll c1 arc nonzero (demanded by the physic11l nature of the solution:;). 
Step 5 (B u ild and test solutions) . Substitute tlw solutions from Step ..t into 
(3.12) aud re,·er::.e Step 1 to ol>tain the explicit solutions in tht• original variables. 
It is prudent to test the solutious by substituting them into (1.1). which we rlo. 
3.2. Examples of trave lling wave solutions . 
Example 3.1 (Kaup- Kupershmidt) . While t h<' tanh-, sE>Ch-. en- anrl sn-
methods find solutions for (1.2) . we demonstrate the steps of the algorithm using 
t.he tanh-method. After which. we summarize the results for Lhc other methods. 
Fir!:>t, transform (1.2) into a nonlinear ODE by r<'pcatedly applying chain rule 
(3...1). The resulting ODE is 
(3.14) 2c2U' 
+c1 [wu2U' + ci(25(T2 - l )U'I2TU' + (T 2 - l)U"j 
+ 10U[(6T2 - 2)U' + 6T(T2 - I )U" + ('1'2 - 1)2 0 111 
+ ci{J6(15T"1 - l.5T2 + 2)U' + 40(T2 - I )(6T(21'2 - 1)U" 
+ (6T 1 -7T2 + l)U111 +T(T2 -1)2u<n)_._(T 2 - 1) 1Ul5 l) ) J] = 0. 
where T = tanh(~) a.nd U = U(T). 
Next., to compute the degree of the polynomial solution(s), substitute U(T) = 
y.\1, into (3.14) and pull off the exponents ofT (see Table 4). Remove duplicates 
and non-dominant <'Xponents, to get 
(3.15) {3fl.ft -1, 2M1 + 1. .Nh + 3}. 
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TABLE -l. The exponents ofT afrer substituting U(T) = TM,. 
Term J Exponents ofT with duplicates removed 
'Ut All- 1 
Con::;idC'r all possible balances of two or more exponents to fiud !111 = 2. 
Substitute 
(3.16) 
into (3. 1-t) and equate the coefli<:icuts of Ti to zero (wheH' 1 0. l. ... , 5) to get 
• 2 2 (a12 + :3cJl(at2 + 2--k1) = 0. 
a11 (50T2- 550tzCI + 24ci ) = 0, 
au (5ai0ct - 10awcl + 25atzd -r l6rf + c2) -= 0, 
(3.17) au(ai1 + 6awo12 .. 6awci- -t8a12ci- 24c1) = 0. 
4a?1aJ2 + 4awai2 + llai1ci + 24a10a12ci- 56ai2ci - 102a12ct = 0, 
l0awai 1c:J + LOai0at2Ct- 35ai1ct 
- Oawa12cY + 50ai2cf + 212a12ct + 2a12c2 = 0. 
Solve tlw nonlinear algebraic sysrcm with the assumptiou that a 12. c1 • and c2 are 
all nonzero. Two solutions are obtained: 
{
aw = l6ci. a11 0. (3.1 ') and 
a12 = -24ci, r2- - 176cf. 
an = 0. 
c2 = -cf. 
where c1 is arbitrary. 
Substit ute the solutiou.« into (3.16) and return to u(.r,t) to get 
(3.19) u(x. t) = 16ct - 24ci ta.nh2(c1.r - 176cyt + 0). 
2 2 2 -(3.20) u(x, t) = 2c1 - 3c1 tanh (c1x- eft+ 8). 
Using the scch-method. one finds 
(3.21 ) u(.r.t) = - r·i + 2-ki sech2{ctx- 176c~t ..._ 6). 
{3.22) u(r. f) = -ci + 3ci scch2(c1r- c~t + 6). 
Altcrnativdy. the latter solutions can h<' found directly from th(' tanh-solutions by 
usiug th<' identity tauh2 ~ = 1 - scch2 f.. 
U::;ing t he sn-method, one gels 
(3.23) u(x.l) = 8ci[l +'Ill- 3m sn2(c1x - 176cf(m2 - II!+ l)t + o: m) ), 
(3.24) u(:r, t ) = ci [1 + m- 3msn2(rlx- cf(m2 - m + l )l + o: m)]. 
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Tlw en-solut ions c-omputed with the cu-met hod a rc not explicit ly shown since I hey 
mn be obtained from the sn-solutions us ing t he id<'nt ity &n2 ~ = 1- cn2 f.. 
Ex ample 3.2 (H irota- Satsuma) . As in thP pn!\'ious example. the tanh-. 
~t·ch-. en- and sn-nwthods all find solutions for (1.3). l n this example, howE'v<>r. we 
will illustrate the steps using the sech-nu>thod. 
Transform (1.:3) into a coupled system of ODEs, appl.v t he chain rule (3.8) mtd 
mueel the comnh)n S J 1 - S 2 facto rs to get 
(3.25) c2U~- Glc1 U1 L'~ - Jcf (1 6S2)U; 
- 35(1 - 2S2)U~'- 8 2(1- S 2 )U{"] -t- 2c1 U2U~ - 0. 
r2U~ + :3c, U, U~ + c{!(1- 6S2)U~ + 35(1 - 2S2 )U~' + 52 (1 - S2)U~"] = 0. 
To fiud the degrec· of the polynomials. substitute U1 (S) = S1111 • [h (S) = S ' 1~ into 
(3.25) and equate the highest cxpom•nt:; from ~2 to get 
(3.26) 1\11 + A/2 - I = 1 + -~h or M 1 = 2. 
Tlw maximal expon<•nts coming from~ ~ are 2!\h - J (from the U1U{ term). ,\ J, +1 
(from Ut), and 2.\/2- 1 (from U2U2). 
Since .\!1 = 2 balances at lea.-.t two of the possible dominant cxponE.'nts in ~ 1 • 
namely 2M1 - L and Ah + l. one is again left with 1 < M2 5 ,U1 = 2. or 
(3.27) 
{3.28) 
ul (S) = UJO + anS -t lljzS2 . 
Uz(S) = a2o + a21S. 
l 't(S) = a10 + anS + a12S2. 
Uz(Sl =a2o- a21S+az2S2 . 
To deri\·e the algebraic systPm for a,1 , substitute (3.27) into (3.25) . cancel romrnou 
numerical factors. aud organize the t•quations (according to complexity): 
(3.29) 
a,tllztrJ = 0, 
. 2 Janc t(.3a12- c1) = 0. 
'2) 3a12c1 (a12- 2c1 = 0. 
az1rJ(atz- 2ci) = 0. 
021 (3aLOCJ - d + C2) = 0. 
6Ja10auci - 2azoa21C1 +Janet- a12C2 = 0. 
3/3ai 1 c, + 6/3a!Oa12CJ a~1 Ct + 4Bat2cy - a,2c2 = 0. 
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Siruilarl:v. afrC'r ~ubstitution of (:3 2~) into (3.25). one get& 
anf't (a12- -tci) = 0. 
(3.30) 
3 1121 (3aH1r 1 + c1 + c2) = 0. 
( 2 Ct Otzl121 + 21/.na22- 2a21c1) = 0, 
. 2 
c,(3dnuO.t2- a21a22- Ban(\)= 0. 
( . 2 2 2 r.1 .3 'ln 12 - a22 - 6.Ja12c1) = 0, 
6Ja10auc1 - 2a . .wa21c1 + /:Jauc~- a11c2 = 0. 
3ana2tCJ + 6a10a:nrl + a22c~- 2anc2 - 0. 
:3Jai1ct + 6Jai0a12<'t- u~1 ct- 2a2oa22c1 + 4.3aud - a1:~c2 = 0. 
Since 1112- a21. J, c 1 • and r2. an' non;.ero. the solution of (3.29) i:, 
{
a!O = -(cr + C2)/(3tt), a20 = 0. 
(3.3 1) au= 0. a21 = ±J4t:h·/ 2(1 I 2tJ)r1c2. 
a12 = 2cf 
For flt2· an. :3, c1 • and c2 uonzcro. th<' solution of (~3.30) i!> 
{
aw = -(4d -l- c2)f(:kJ). a2u = ±PJd ..L (1 + 2d)c·21/(cl J(D). 
an = 0. a21 = 0. 
a12 = -1ci. a22 = =t=2cr .fif1. 
(3.32) 
The solutions of (1.3) involving secb arc t hen 
·~+<'2 ') 2 
u(.r, f)=--.. - + 2cj sech (c1:r + c2t + 15). (3.33) 3Ct 
t•(.r. t) = ±;;,;:;-2(1 + 2,J)r1c2 sech(r1J'- f'2f + 6). 
and 
-1d + ('2 ) ·) . 
u(.r. t) = - -r •lcj sed1~(r1 J' ..j_ c2t ~ o? ), 3cl 
43ry + ( 1 + 2dk2 2 r;;J 2 t·(:r.t)=± c,.J6l3 =t=2c1 v63scch (r1.r+r2f+6). 
(3.34) 
In both sets of solutions. c1 , r.2 . 13. and 6 an' arbitrary. 
4. R ecursion Operators 
The> prc>vious two algorithml> work for (1.1). The algorithm for recursion op-
erator.. prc,..ented in St.'Ction -1.2 us('S the concepts of dilation im·ariance. dcnsitie~;. 
and s~·mmetrie:.. Thus. in contra:.t to more general approadws I20J. our method 
only works for polynomial ::.y:,tcm:. of evolution equations in (1 - 1) dimensions. 
(-U) 
where u (.t:. t) has .u component:, 11, ancl U m.r = emu j&.rm. For hrC'vity, we write 
F(u). although F typically dcpmds 0 11 u and it~ x-derivaUvcs up to order m. If 
prcseHt, auy parameters in ('1.1 ) art' strictly positive and JcnoLcd by lower-ca.'>e 
Greek letters. 
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Tlw algorithm iu Section -1.2 will use the concepts of dilation invariru1ce, den-
sities, and symmetric:-. . 
4.1. Scaling invariance, d ens it ies, sym metries. A PDE b dilatwn mean-
ant if it is invariant under a dilation symmeLry. 
Example 4.1 (K a up- Kupe rs hmidt). As an example, (1.2) is invariant un-
der rhc dilation (scaling) symmetry 
(-!.2) (t .. 1·.u) _. (..\-5t.r1.r,A2u). 
where A is an arbitrary parmueter, )raving X' as n common factor upon scaling. 
To find the dilation symmetry. set the wctght of the .r-derivative to one. 
w(D,J 1, and require that all tenus in (-1.1) have the same weight. For ( 1.2). we 
have 
( 1.3) u·(11) -u•(Dt) = :Jw(11) + l = 2te(u) + 3 = 2w(o) + 3 = w(u)- 5. 
So. u·(u) = 2 and w(D1) = 5, Conscquentl.Y, in (1.2) the sum of the weights or mnk 
of each term is 7. 
A grneraliZPd syrmnetry. G (u ), leav<•s (4.1) inYariallt und<'r Lhe replac<'ment 
u - u + cG wilhin order f. Hence. G mu::-t satisfy the lineariz<•d equfllion [21] 
( 1.4) DtG = F '(u )[G J, 
on solmions of (-U ). F'(u )tG J is tlw Fnklwt derivath·e of F in the dir<•ction of G . 
A t·rcursion opcmtor. 'R, is a linear iutegro-differ<'ntial operator which links 
generaliz<'d s~·mmet ri<'s (21) 
(.'1.5) GU~sl = R G U>, j EN, 
where s is lh<' seed and G Ul is the j-th b)'ffillll'try. The symmetries are linked 
consec11tively if s = l. This happcnb in mo::;t, but uot all, case::.. 
A consen·ation luur [21]. 
(4.6) D,p(:r. t) -r DxJ(x.l) = 0, 
valid for solutions of (4.1), links a consen·<'d density p( .. 1·. 1') with the associated flux 
./(:r.l). 
If ( 4.1) is scaling invariant, then its conserved densities. fluxE-s, generalized 
symnwrries. and recursion operators are also dilation invariant. One could say they 
'inherit' the sealing synm1ctry of the original POE. The existence of an infinit.P 
munb<'r of symmetries and an infinite number of conservation laws are good indica-
tors for complete integrability [21]. Such predictors. albeit useful. do not provide 
information about the actual a nalyl ic behavior of solutions of PDEs which is also 
at the core of complete integrability [1]. 
4 .2. Algorithm and imple m entation. 
Ste p 1 (Compute conserved densit ies a nd generalized symmetries) . 
For det.ails aboul the algorithms and symbolic computation of conserved densities 
and g<'ncraliz<•d s.vmmetri('S. seP [8- 101. 
Step 2 (D et ermine t he rank of the recurs ion ope ra tor) . The rank of 
the recursion operator is determined b~· the difference in ra.nks of the genemlized 
:-..nnruclries it links. 
(4.7) rru1kR = rank G (k+s)- rank G (k) I} I < ) > 
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where n is an "' X !If matrix and G has .u components. 
Ste p 3 (D etermine the form of the r ecurs ion ope rat or) . The recursion 
operator naturally splits into two pieces [llJ, 
(4.8) 
where R 0 is a differential operator and 'R1 is an integral operator. The differential 
operator, R o. lli a linear combination (with constant coefficients) of terms of type 
D~ uJ (i. j E z•), which must be of the correct rank. To stanJardize the form of 
R-0, propagatt' D" to the right. for example, Diu = 1~·2xl + UxDx + vD;. 
The integral operator, R 1 , is composed of the terms 
(4.9) LL c,JG(il D; 1 ® pU>' 
j 
of the correct rank. where ~ is the matrix outer product and p(j)' is the covariant 
(Frechet derivative of pU)). To standardize Lhe form of R1. propagate Dx to t.he 
left. for example. D; 1·uxD:r = 'IJ.xl- D;1 u2xl. 
Step 4 (D etermine the coefficients). To determine the coefficimts in the 
form of the recursion operator. we substitute n into the defining equation [11, 22]' 
( 4.10) oR Bt + R'[F ] + R. o F '(u )- F'(u ) o 'R = 0. 
where o denotes a composition of operators, 'R'[F] is the Ftechet derivat.ivt> of R in 
the direction of F . and F '(u ) is the Frcehet derivative with entries 
(4.11) 
4.3. Examples of scalar and m a trix recursion operators. 
Example 4.2 (Kaup-Kupershmidt) . Using the weights w(u) = 2. w(D.r) = 
1. and w(Dt) = 5, ·we find 
(4.12) 
rank G(l ) = 3, 
rank G(4) = 13, 
rank G l2l = 7. 
rank G(51 = 15, 
rank G(3) = 9. 
rank c<6l = 19. 
vVe guess that rank n = 6 and s = 2, since rank c<2l - rank Q(l) i- rank Q(3) -
rank Gl2l but rank G(3l -rank Q (ll = rank G l41 - rank G(2) = 6. 
Thus, taking all D~uJ (i,j E Z") such that rankD~ui = 6 gives 
(4.13) Ro = CtD~ + CzuD'J, + C3?.LxD~ + C4'1JD; + C5U2~.D; 
+ CQlL?txDx + C7'U:lxDx + C8u3 I+ cgu;I + Cl()U'I./,2:r:f + C11 U4xl· 
Using the densities p(l) = u and p <2) = 3ui - 4u3 . and the symmetric::; QOl = U:r, 
and c<2l=F(u)=5u2u:r+ 225uxU2x+5u·u3x+u5x from (1.2). we compute 
'R1 = c12G<J)D;1/ 2>' +c21G<2lD; 1/ 1l' 
= CtzUxD;; 1(6u,.D.r -12u2/) +c21G(2)D; 1I 
(4.14) = C1211x[D; 1 ('tL2x1 + 2'1t2 I) - 1Lxf] + C13G(2) D; 1. 
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Substituting 'R = 'Ru + 'R-1 and G(2l = F iuto (4.10) gives UR 49 linear equations 
for C1 • Soh·ing, we find 
-k\l 8cg 24cg 12c9 9 c9 40r9 
rl = 69. ("2 = 23 . CJ = 23 . C4 = 23' Cs = 6g. ('6 = 23 . 
( l.l 5) 70c9 16cg 82c9 26cg 2cg -lrq 
<'7 = "'69". Cg = 69 , CJO = 6g, C1 I = 69, C12 = (jg , C13 = fig, 
where rg is arbitrary. Taking r9 = 69/4, we find tiJe recursion operator in 122]: 
(-1.16) 'R = D6 +6uD.j+ l u D3 +9u2D2 
.r X X X .r 
49 2 35 3 69 2 
+ 2 U2x D x + 30uu.rDx ,- 2U3xD.~ + 411 1 + 4u,) 
41 ] 3 1 1 . 2 (2) - I + 2 1£n2xl + 2u4.r l + 2_'u.rD; (1t2x + 2u )I+ G D:r . 
Example 4.3 (Hirota- Satsuma). Ouly whrn f3 = ~ does (1.3) have infin-
itely man.v densities aud symmetries. Th<' first. few are 
( 4.17) 
G(l) = c~:). 
\Ye also rompute>d the G l3 l and G (-l). but they arf' not showu due to length. Solving 
the equations for the weights, 
( 4.18) {
tdu) -r u·(Dt) = 2U'(u) + 1 = w(u) + 3 = 2lt'(v) + L 
u'(1') + u•(Dt) = w(u) +w(v) + 1 - w(v) t 3 . 
. vields u•(u) = ll'(v) = 2 and u•(D,} = 3. Ba..'icd on these weights. rankp< 1l = 2. 
nmk p<2 l = 4, IUtd 
( 1.19) 
rnnk G 0 l = C) ' rank G (Zl = (n . 
rank G 131 = G) . rank G 141 = (~) . 
\\.<' would first guess that rank 'R;1 = 2 and s = I. lf ind<>ed th<' symmPtries W<'re 
linked consecutively, then 
( 4.20) 'Ro _ (r1D'; + r2uf + Ca'l:f C-tD; + C;,ll f + c6d ) 
- r; D~ + <'R ul + c9d c10D~ + Ctl u l + c12 t1 · 
l" ~ing ( -1.17), we have 
'R1=c11 G(ll D; 1 0 p0 )'=cn c~:)n; 1 ® (1 0) = c13 (~;g~: ~)· 
Substituting R = 'Ro+ 'R1 into (4.10), we find c1 = · · · = c13 = 0. Therefore. either 
the form of R b incorr<'ct or lhc syst('m does not have a recursion operator. Let us 
now repeat th<' steps taking .5 = 2. so rank R,,1 = ·1. Then, 
( 1.21) n = (('Ro)ll (Roh1 (Roh2) +c- G l l lv - 1 o pC2l ' + c G <2lD - 1 o. p O >' (R ohz · 12 x '0 21 x c> , 
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with {'Ro)ij a linear combiuation of { D!. ?tD;, v D;, ?txDx, VxDx, u2 , uv, v2 , U2x , V2x}. 
For instance. 
(4.22) ('Roh2 = cuD:!.+ C12ttD; + c131·D; + CvJtt:rDx 
+ C t5t':r D :r + clc;u2 I + CJ7UV1 + cu;·112 I + C]!J'U2xl + c2oV2xl· 
(Jsing (4.17). the first term of 'R1 in (4.21) is 
R~1) = c12G (1) D;1 ® / 2l' = c12 ('~x) D-;1 g (6ul - 4ul) 
'Lx 
The second term of'R1 in (4.21) is 
n~2)=C2J G(2)D; 1 ® p1 1 )' =C2t (:~ r~D Dx 1 ® (1 
Substituting the form of n = n o+ 1?..t = Ro + R \1) + n~2) into (·1.10), the linear 
system for Ci has a non-trivial solution. Solving the linear system, we finally obtain 
(4.23) R = (~:~ ~:~). 
where 
4 2 16 2 R 11 = D:r + 8uD;+ 12ux DJ + l6u I + 8u2:rl - 3v I 
+ -luxD:;1ul + 12uu.rD; 1 + 2u3xD; 1 - 8vvxD; 1, 
R 12 =-
20
vD2 - ~v D1 - 16 uvl - ~v2 .] - ~u. D - 1v l 3 X :3X>: 3 3"' 3"'X 
R21 = -l.OvxD; - 121•2.x f + 4uxD; 1ttl- 12twxD;1 - 4v3:rD; 1, 
- 4 ' 2 1 16 .2 8 -l 
R22 - -4Dx - 16uDx - 8tL:rDx - 3v 1 - 3vxDx vi. 
A similar algorithm for Lhe symbolic computation of rccursiou operators of 
systems of differential-ditference equations (DDEs) is given elsewhere in Lhese pro-
ceedings [14J. 
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